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Each year in the United States, more than 10 million civil lawsuits
are filed at a cost of over $240 billion. Today one company
is poised to take advantage of the growing number of cases
in the U.S…and deliver outstanding returns to investors.

Now YOU Can Get In On…
The Company That’s
Revolutionizing the “Business of Law”
This forward-thinking company — established in 2000 and the first of its kind in
an industry poised to explode — is helping level the playing field in the legal community.
Over 1,150 Cases Financed to Date…and in Such Great Demand That Nearly $3 Million in
Funding – With a Potential Return of More Than $10 Million — is Just Waiting to be Processed…
Dear Investor,
We’ve all heard the stories — and
the statistics — that illustrate the
many problems with the legal system in the United States today.
But today I’m writing to tell you
about a remarkable company that’s
actually doing something to help
level the playing field in literally
thousands of cases that might never
have otherwise been pursued.
In fact, not only is this company
helping solve this problem — by
providing an invaluable service to
the legal community — they’ve also
created a significant profit opportunity for those investors savvy
enough to act quickly.
The truth is, this up-and-coming
company — a five-year-old firm
based in Nevada — has been one
of the market’s best-kept
secrets… until now.

Now…I know what you’re thinking.
Litigation financing is not exactly a
“sexy” story. It’s nowhere near as
glamorous as the hot new tech stock
that will revolutionize the Internet…or
the biotech that promises to cure a
crippling disease.
But that’s part of what makes the
opportunity
with
LitFunding
Corporation (OTCBB: LFDG) so
great — it’s a story that has not yet
been told by the “mainstream” financial press. Once they get wind of this
remarkable story, all bets are off.
But in the meantime, early investors
stand to benefit in a big way.
In just a moment, I’ll tell you precisely how this company has built a
successful business model…and
about their plans to have roughly
$25 million worth of potential
receivables “on the street” by the
end of 2005.
(continued on page 3)

BREAKING
NEWS:
LITFUNDING CORP. REPORTS
YEAR-END RESULTS WITH
DRAMATICALLY STRONGER
BALANCE SHEET
LAS VEGAS — LITFUNDING
Corp. (OTCBB: LFDG), reported
on March 21 net income of $13.2
million for the year ended
December 31, 2004, up $21.4
million from the previous year loss
of $8.2 million. The $13.2 million
in income includes a $615,400
loss from operations.
The results for the year ended
December 31, 2004, included a
(continued on page 3)
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What if you had five stocks in your portfolio
that made over 1,000% profits?
That’s how to build a real fortune.
Spread your risk over a basket full
of huge winners. I’ve done this
many times in the past, providing
my subscribers with picks that
made gains* like these:

** 7,050% on Express Scripts (ESRX)
First recommended: 9/92 @ $1.19 –
3/15/05 $84.91 current

** 4,217% on Natural MicroSystems
(NMSS)
First recommended: 4/94 @ $1.56 – with
subsequent high 9/7/00 of $84.91
** 3,089% on Advance PCS (ADVP)
First recommended: 12/96 @ $1.19 –
sell recommended 9/15/03 $36.76
** 1,111% to 1,909% on
Techne Corporation (TECH)
First recommended: 6/93 @ $3.43 –
3/15/05 $41.54 current with subsequent high of $71.06 on 7/6/00
** 1,085% on Surmodics (SRDX)

First recommended: 5/98 @ $4.88 – with
subsequent high 6/28/01 of $66.90
Of course, not all of these stocks
gain at the same time, nor do all
of them do this well. As you begin
adding these to your portfolio and
dropping the disappointments (we
have a clear sell strategy too), the
fortunes really pile up. Here’s the
impact that this could have in
your portfolio. Had you invested
just $7,000 in each the stocks listed above when I recommended
the buy, you would watched as
they added a total of $1,107,330 to
the value of your portfolio!
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That’s over $1.1 million in profit
from a portfolio of 5 stocks with
only $35,000 total to start!
If you want to feel good about your
investing...then just wait until you
start expressing your gains as
“something-point-something” million dollars! That’s serious profitmaking! It’s realistic too, even for
an investor who has just a few
thousand in play!
‘‘This is NOT the first time I’ve
picked stocks with four-digit
profit-making potential!“
If you want stocks like LFDG in your
portfolio, then let me show you where
to find them.
I call these opportunities “Special
Situations” that could make you a
fortune when you learn about
them at just the right time...like
now with LFDG.
But you don’t have to go sifting
through thousands of OTC stocks
to find a company with this kind

of ten-bagger plus potential...
I find the holy grail of investing:
1,000% growth or greater on the big
exchanges, NASDAQ and the Amex!
My stock picks frequently surpass
this magic number and they come
from established companies. Had
any one been in your portfolio, the
implications to your wealth would
stunning to say the least.
It’s not hard to imagine how just a
few $7,000 investments, like my
picks shown on page 14, can lead to
7-figure, million-dollar-plus wealth.
But why limit yourself to imagining? Let me tell you how I’ve posted
this enviable record through my
OTC Growth Stock Watch newsletter, and why subscribers eagerly
watch their mailboxes for my buy
alerts. Each comes with the same
kind of profit making potential
that I have reported to you here.
(continued on page 13)

Geoffrey Eiten is one of the most respected
and often-referenced newsletters publishers
by financial news sources like Barron’s,
Fortune, Investment Reporter and others.
Investors made fortunes in profits with
Geoffrey Eiten
“I beat every advisor in the running, placing
first in the CNBC/USA Today Investment
Challenge.

Geoffrey Eiten

“Starting with $500,000, I grew my portfolio
by 271.2% in just 6 weeks...to a stunning $1,356,102 value!
“Anyone following this plan would have finished with $2,356 for
every $1,000 to start!”
This is the kind of profit performance readers expect from Geoffrey
Eiten. Learn more about his investment strategies and stock picking newsletter service on pages 13 through 14.
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But first, since no one else has told
this story, allow me to take just a
moment to tell you…

Why LitFunding Corp.
Is Perfectly Positioned
For Explosive Growth:
■ LitFunding Corp. is a company

with a business model — to
advance funds to attorneys
pursuing potentially lucrative
contingency lawsuits against
“deep-pocketed” defendants.
■ LitFunding Corp. is the leader

in this industry. Other litigation financing firms advance
money primarily to plaintiffs.
But LitFunding takes a different approach — as of today
they’re the only company in the
U.S. that exclusively offers
funding to attorneys.
■

The potential market for
LitFunding Corp. is enormous
— there are over 10 million lawsuits filed in the United States
each year…which means the
market for funding these lawsuits is virtually unlimited.

■ As a matter of fact, the

response to LitFunding Corp’s
program has been so strong
that they currently have a
backlog of roughly $3 million.
This backlog has been created primarily through referrals
and word-of-mouth advertising — the demand for funding
is that large!

The LitFunding Corp. Story:
Helping Level the Playing
Field in the Legal Community
So what exactly is it that LitFunding
does…and how did they jump to the

forefront of what promises to be an
enormous industry?
As you already know, it’s very
common these days for deep-pocketed defendants to use their enormous financial leverage to their
full advantage in the courtroom.
In many cases, well-financed
defendants take advantage of the
financial “mismatch” to force premature settlements…most of the
time for far less money than a
plaintiff might ordinarily expect.
That’s because some plaintiffs —
and some law firms — simply cannot make the same investment of
resources that a deep-pocketed
defendant can.
But that’s where LitFunding Corp.
has carved out a rather impressive
niche. LitFunding Corp. has recognized the unique business
opportunity presented by the rising number of contingency cases
in the United States. And they’re
doing something to help level the
playing field.
LitFunding Corp. is the first company of its kind to specialize in
advancing much-needed funds
directly to the law firms pursuing
contingency cases.
This funding helps attorneys get
the help they desperately need —
such as expert witnesses and proper research — in order to go about
prosecuting their contingency case
without any worries about
money…and without pressure to
settle early due to a lack of funds.
Since its inception in 2000,
LitFunding Corp. has developed
an exemplary reputation for funding large, reputable — and most
importantly, successful — law
firms that pursue high profile

Or Visit Our Website at www.litfundingusa.com

BREAKING
NEWS:
(continued from page 1)

one-time non-cash gain of $14.1 million realized on the transfer of certain
assets. That transfer of assets allowed
the company to recognize the economic reality of the event and remove
non-recourse debt associated with
these assets totaling $26 million plus
interest from its balance sheet.
Additionally, the creditors agreed to
relieve the company of a further $1.6
million in contingent recourse debt.
This transfer of assets during the
month of December 2004 was confirmed by the US Bankruptcy Court in
January 2005 and was provided for in
the Plan of Reorganization previously
confirmed by the US Bankruptcy Court
in June 2004.
On a diluted per share basis net loss for
the year ended December 31, 2004 was
9 cents and net income after the gain
discussed above was $1.33. Net loss
per share for the year ended December
31, 2003 was 84 cents.

FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION
ALMOST COMPLETE
President and CEO, Morton Reed, said,
“LitFunding Corp’s financial transformation was begun in June 2004 when the
US Bankruptcy Court approved its plan
of reorganization. This allowed the company to put the unnecessarily litigious
and expensive petition for Involuntary
Bankruptcy that forced the company
into chapter 11 behind itself. We are
now building a strong foundation and
once again funding attorneys after a
long hiatus during our litigation difficulties. We remain dominant in that sector
of the litigation funding business.

(over, please)
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cases. LitFunding Corp. currently
specializes in areas such as:
■ Personal
■ Toxic

Injury

Tort

■ Product

Liability

■ Construction
■ Labor

Defect

Law Violations

■ Sexual

Harassment

■ Racial

Discrimination in
the Workplace

The Company That’s Revolutionizing the “Business Law”

Identifying the Right Cases…
While Still Delivering
Profits For Investors
Before I go any further in describing how LitFunding Corp. goes
about its business, it’s important
that I take a step back and tell you
what LitFunding Corp. does not do.
They don’t finance ambulance
chasers. Never have and never
will.
As a matter of fact,
LitFunding Corp. does not deal

(source: Insurance Information Institute
web site – www.iii.org)

with “soft-tissue” automobile
injury cases — such as whiplash,
pulled muscles, back pain, etc. —
of any kind.

One of the things that makes LitFunding Corp. such an attractive investment opportunity is the simplicity of its business model.

That’s because LitFunding Corp. is
very careful with the cases they
decide to fund. Their team of experienced underwriters — I’ll tell you
more about them in a moment — not
only looks for those cases most likely
to be resolved successfully…they
also look to fund those cases that
take the moral high ground.

Simply put, LitFunding has developed a successful program for providing
financial assistance to those attorneys — working hard on a contingency basis
— who need it most. If the case is successfully resolved, LitFunding receives
a fee in the amount of 45% of the principal that was advanced for each 30day period that the principal is outstanding.

That’s something that’s very
important to LitFunding Corp…
and, quite frankly, it’s one of the
things that impressed me most
about this company early on.

Here’s a quick example of how this process works: Let’s say that
LitFunding invests money in a case they feel will likely have a successful
outcome. If the case settles in the first 90 days after funding, the company receives its advance back plus a fee of 45% of the advance.

Another thing that impressed me
about LitFunding Corp., obviously,
was their business model. It’s a business model that has worked quite
well for LitFunding in the past five
years — to the tune of 1,150 cases
and total advances of more than
$18.6 million. But the prospects for
the future are even brighter…

■ Medical

Malpractice

How LitFunding Corp’s Business Model Works

LitFunding’s experience to date has been that a typical case settles in about
3 to 18 months. So the fees can be quite substantial. This creates a win-win
proposition, as the attorney involved is now able — because of LitFunding’s
help — to pursue a successful resolution to the case. And LitFunding — as well
as its investors — receives a sizable return on their investment.
At the present time, LitFunding Corp. offers three unique financial programs to assist its clients:

The “Secret” Behind
LitFunding’s History of Success

1. Non-Recourse Advances — These cash advances are made directly
to a law firm and are contingent upon the favorable settlement of a single
case that has been carefully evaluated by LitFunding’s experienced underwriting team.

The key to success for any company
in a relatively new industry — such
as the litigation finance industry —
is a simple, yet effective, business
model. And LitFunding Corp.’s
business model could not be any
easier to understand:

2. Post-Settlement Advances — These are short-term judgment transfers of funds — also on a non-recourse basis — that are meant to tide the
client or attorney over while waiting for payment from the defense.
3. The Appeal Advance — This advance is utilized when a client has won a
case in court and the defense has appealed the jury decision to a higher court.
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U.S. tort costs amounted to $845 per
person in 2003. In 1950, U.S. tort
costs amounted to $12 per person.

Step One:
LitFunding Corp. receives a new
case for review and its experienced
underwriting team immediately gets
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to work. The underwriters take
great care to perform the necessary
due diligence. Factors such as the
nature of the claim…the plaintiff’s
condition…the history of the attorney involved…and the history of the
defendant are all taken into account
before a decision is made.
Step Two:
Once a case gets the green light for
funding,
LitFunding
Corp.
advances to the law firm prosecuting the case the funds needed
to help ensure success. A typical
case may involve an advance of
roughly $25,000 and these funds
are advanced on a non-recourse
basis, meaning LitFunding only
receives payment if and when the
case is successfully resolved.
Step Three:
If the case is successfully resolved,
LitFunding Corp. receives a fee in

the amount of 15% of the principal
advanced for each month that the
principal is outstanding.
Step Four:
So if, using our example from above,
an advance of $25,000 was made
and the case was resolved successfully after 180 days, LitFunding
would collect a fee of 90% of the
principal amount. In this case, that
would mean LitFunding would get
back its original $25,000 investment plus a fee of $22,500…for a
total of $47,500.
Again, it’s worth noting that —
unlike firms who advance money
to individual plaintiffs —
LitFunding Corp. is only in the
business of advancing funds to
attorneys. This means that the
sole purpose of these funds is not
to enrich the plaintiff, but to help
the attorney finance expenses

According to the actuarial consulting firm Tillinghast, the American
civil liberty system cost $246 billion
in 2003. This figure is up from
$233 billion in 2002…$206 billion
in 2001…$180 billion in
2000…and $168.9 billion in 1999.
(source: Insurance Information Institute
web site — www.iii.org)

such as fees for investigators, fees
for expert witnesses and the cost
of discovery and depositions.
What this does is free up the
attorney from any potential worry
over finances and allows the firm
to successfully litigate on behalf
of its client.
And — as you can clearly see from
the example above — when this happens, both the attorney and
(over, please)

What LitFunding Is…and What LitFunding Is NOT
■

LitFunding Corp. IS…a strong company with a history of successfully funding attorneys since 2000.
LitFunding Corp. has an outstanding client base and
a great reputation within the legal community. And –
perhaps most importantly – LitFunding’s Board of
Directors – including Mr. Andrew Scherr, Mr. David
G. Wallace and Mr. Howard Appel – is as impressive
as you’ll find anywhere.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS NOT…a hastily assembled
organization run by a bunch of “rookies.”
LitFunding’s five-year history of success…its outstanding reputation…and its prestigious Board of
Directors are all signs that this is a company built for
the long haul.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS…a litigation finance company
that advances money exclusively to attorneys.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS NOT…in the business of
advancing money to plaintiffs for any reason.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS…a company that is very much
in favor of tort reform.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS NOT…a company that participates in profits made by attorneys; instead, the company charges flat fees.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS…a company that attempts to
take the moral high ground in each and every case in
an attempt to level the playing field for those attorneys against “deep-pocketed” defendants. Each
case funded by LitFunding Corp. is carefully
reviewed by the company’s experienced underwriting team.

■

LitFunding Corp. IS NOT…in the business of funding “soft-tissue” automobile injury cases at all. This
includes whiplash, pulled muscles, back pain and
other injuries that have traditionally been associated
with “un-provable” claims. LitFunding’s management
team believes that the legal community is damaged
by those who take advantage of circumstances in
many automobile cases.

Or Visit Our Website at www.litfundingusa.com
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Five Great Reasons Why You Should
Consider Investing in LitFunding Corp. Today!
1. The potential market for LitFunding Corp. is unlimited!
Statistics published by the Federal Government state that there may
be as many as 10 million personal injury lawsuits filed in the United
States each year. With an average funding amount of roughly
$25,000 per case, even if LitFunding Corp. were to fund just one
one-hundredth of one percent of cases each year…that would
translate into 1,000 cases. 1,000 cases funded at $25,000 each
would mean a potential return of around $50 million on the
company’s total investment of just half that amount. And, again,
that’s if LitFunding Corp. funds even a miniscule
percentage of available cases…the market is truly
unlimited for this company!
2. LitFunding Corp. has a simple – and proven – business
model. Since the company’s inception in 2000, LitFunding has
made over 1,150 separate advances of funds…a total of more than
$18.6 million in all. LitFunding’s experienced underwriting staff –
and the seriousness with which the company does its due diligence
– ensure that only the “best of the best” cases are funded.
3. The Only Game in Town! One enormous advantage that
LitFunding Corp. has at the moment is that no other significant
competitor has yet to emerge on the scene. There are a number of
other companies that are in business to fund plaintiffs, but LitFunding
Corp. stands alone – for the time being – in the business of funding
attorneys exclusively. The company has taken full advantage of the
five-year head start they’ve been given to establish its place as the
industry leader and build an outstanding reputation as well as a
broad client base.
4. Outstanding Leadership Guiding LitFunding Corp. Into the
Future. LitFunding’s management team is quite simply one of the
strongest you’ll ever see. LitFunding Corp.’s President and CEO, Dr.
Morton Reed, has over 40 years experience in business and has been
in litigation funding since 1999. LitFunding Corp’s Board of Directors
also includes Mr. Howard Appel – CFO of Laffer Associates – Mr.
David G. Wallace, the Mayor of Sugarland, Texas…and Andrew
Scherr, a strategic consultant. Without question, LitFunding’s
management team has both the experience and the clout to position
this firm as a leader in what figures to be a rapidly growing industry.
5. The Financial Picture for LitFunding Corp. is Bright! With over
1,150 cases – and more than five years – of history to guide the
company, LitFunding is perfectly positioned financially for the next several
years. In addition, the company currently has a backlog of roughly $3
million worth of cases – the demand for LitFunding Corp.’s assistance is
so great that the company can select only the most attractive cases in
order to minimize risk.
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LitFunding Corp. stand to benefit from
a successful financing arrangement.

A Five-Year Head Start Over the
Competition… and a Clear Plan
or the Next Five Years
Earlier in this report I mentioned to
you that this industry is relatively
young…and it’s very much positioned to grow dramatically in the
next five years.
But as this industry begins to grow
— and more companies jump into
the business of financing attorneys
— keep in mind one important point:
LitFunding Corp. has had a five-year
head start on the rest of the group.
And during those five years, they’ve
certainly made great strides…and
taken full advantage of the jump on the
competition. LitFunding has built several strategic relationships with financing firms throughout the United States.
During the first five years
LitFunding Corp. has made over
1,150 separate advances at a total
of over $18.6 million. But that’s just
the beginning. Take a look at what
LitFunding has accomplished within
the past twelve months alone…
■

Processed more than $3 million
in requested funds — for 72 cases

■

Achieved an annual return
of investment approaching
50 percent

■

Have 59 cases currently in the
pipeline as of April 2005…

■

…and a backlog of nearly $3
million waiting to be processed.

And looking forward, the picture is
also bright.
According to
LitFunding’s business plan, the company should have roughly $3 million
in principal “on the street” by June of
2005. That translates into $7 to $9
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U.S. tort costs accounted for 2.23
percent of gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2003, the highest share of
GDP since 1990.
(source: Insurance Information Institute
web site – www.iii.org)

million in potential receivables.
And by the end of 2005? $10 million worth of principal should be
advanced…with a potential receivable value of roughly $25 million.

LitFunding Corp.’s LLC Program
Helps Raise Additional Funds
LitFunding Corporation (OTC.BB:
LFDG) — with its successful business model — is well on its way to
financial self-sufficiency by the
end of 2005.
But the company has also put
together an exceptionally creative
program for raising additional funds
that has been very successful to date.
This additional funding is raised
via the creation of Limited Liability
Corporations that allow individuals
to
participate
along
with
LitFunding in select cases to help
provide working capital to those
attorneys in need of assistance.
Here’s how the program works: an
individual interested in the program would fund the LLC assigned
to them through a debt instrument
with enough dollars to cover both
the principal itself along with
administrative and management
expenses. (Typically, 85% of funds
are used for principal with 15% set
aside for administrative fees.)
Once the case(s) funded have been
favorably settled, the lender receives
back 100% of his initial principal
plus 50% of the fees earned.

So if, for example, an individual
advanced a principal of $25,000
through an LLC and the case settled favorably 180 days later…the
individual would get back his original balance of $25,000 plus 50% of
LitFunding’s fee (which in this case
would be $11,250.) That’s a total
return of $36,250 on an initial
amount of $25,000. Or put another
way, that’s a six-month return of
45% for the individual.

An Industry Leader Poised to
Dominate The Litigation Finance
Industry For Years to Come
At the very beginning of this
report, I mentioned one important
point about LitFunding Corp.
that I’d like to repeat for you now:
up until now, this is a story that
simply has not been told.
At this very moment, early
(continued on page 12)

FAQ’s about LitFunding Corporation
Q: Where does LitFunding get their applications for funding?
Does the company have a sales team?
A: LitFunding Corp. does have a small sales team in place to help
generate funding requests. But the overwhelming majority of requests
to date have come from referrals. That’s part of the beauty of
LitFunding’s story – to date, they simply haven’t had to do any extensive marketing. The relationships they’ve built with attorneys to date
have been solid. Those relationships – along with referrals from other
litigation finance companies that do not fund attorneys – have helped
create a backlog of nearly $3 million worth of cases for the company.
Q: How does LitFunding decide whether or not to fund a case?
A: The company has a very experienced team of underwriters that carefully analyzes each funding application that comes through the door.
Their process involves multiple steps – including background checks on
the attorney involved and research about the firm defending the case –
until ultimately the request is approved by LitFunding’s CEO personally.
(More information on LitFunding’s underwriting process may be found
on page xx.) Given the current backlog of requests – and anticipated
future demand – LitFunding is in the unique position of being able to
select only the most favorable cases in order to minimize risk.

Q: What happens when a case is not successful?
A: LitFunding awards funds to attorneys on a non-recourse basis, so
that means that if a case is lost, the funds advanced by LitFunding do
not need to be repaid. Payment of fees and the return of principal is
contingent upon successful resolution of a case…and the potential
for failure is figured into the LitFunding’s overall fee structure.

Q: What types of funding programs does LitFunding Corp. offer?
A: At the present time, LitFunding offers three primary plans to
assist law firms: non-recourse advances, post settlement advances
and appeal advances. More information on these programs can be
found on page four.
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More than 100 Years of Business Experience…
LitFunding Corp. has gathered together a management team
of five highly skilled professionals who represent more than
one hundred years of business experience. It has recruited
an impressive slate of Directors who have recently been
elected to its board at the last shareholders meeting.

Morton Reed, Ph.D., President and CEO.
Dr. Reed served in the United States Marine Corp. during the
Korean War. After returning from overseas he attended UCLA
for his undergraduate studies in English and Philosophy. From
1960 through 1980 he served as an executive in several
business ventures: CEO of Cathay Studios from 1960 to
1968, CEO of Orient Limited of Nevada from 1968 to 1972,
and President and Chairman of Aalpha Mortgage and
Investment Company from 1970 to 1982. During this time he
continued with his education, earning a Masters Degree in
Psychology from Antioch University in 1973 and a Doctorate
in Philosophy in Clinical Psychology from California Graduate
Institute in 1975. During the early nineties Dr. Reed wrote and
published three books and wrote several screenplays that
were produced. In 1996 Dr. Reed joined Magnolia Studios, a
post production facility in Burbank, California, and helped
effect the sale of that company to Millennium Studios, which
appointed him interim CEO.
Dr. Reed left Millennium in 1999 and joined Case Financial,
a litigation funding company where he served as VP of
sales. In November 2000, Dr. Reed left Case Financial to
form LitFunding Corp., where he remains, as President and
Chairman of the Board.

David Cohen, Chief Financial Officer,
Treasurer, and Corporate Secretary.
David Cohen has more than 23 years experience in business.
David Cohen received his undergraduate BS degree in both
Economic and Accounting in South Africa, and received his
CPA credential in California. He does not participate as a
CPA. After spending nine years in public accounting, David
Cohen became deeply involved in the founding of a brokerdealer, and a company who specialized in the export of limousines to China. He later became part owner in a coffee
operation modeled along the lines of Starbucks.
In 1992, David Cohen took a position as CFO, Controller
and Treasurer with RPS and affiliates, a $500 million dollar
real estate conglomerate operating in 38 states and the
Commonwealth of Guam. RPS had two public affiliates
and several subsidiaries including a captive broker-dealer,
an insurance agency, a chain of 12 nursing homes, and a
8

high-tech manufacturing company. David Cohen played a
key role in streamlining the operations of this 1,500
employee company and focused its attention on achieving
position cash flow. David Cohen’s experience also includes
several start-ups and turnaround situations and he has
raised more than $35 million in private and public offerings.
David Cohen has twice been licensed by the National
Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) as a Financial
Operations Principal.

Stanley B. Weiner, Vice President of Finance,
LitFunding Corp. Director.
Stanley B. Weiner has more than 35 years of experience creating and running businesses. Stanley Weiner was the founding officer of Gemini Financial Corporation, a NASD
Broker/Dealer from 1970 through 1975, he was then President
of A.P.A. Real Estate Syndication Company from 1975 through
1978, and later became Managing Partner of Agri-World
Partnership from 1978 through 1983, an agricultural project
syndication company with offices throughout Europe and the
Middle East. Stanley Weiner was a Founding Officer/President
of Regent Properties from 1985 through 1990, and from 1990
through 1993 he was the Chief Executive Officer of Wise
Industries, a company specializing in pollution control devices.
In 1978, Stanley Weiner founded Western Pacific Investment
Corporation, which syndicated thousands of apartment units,
office buildings, shopping centers and agricultural properties in
addition to packaging many tax-sheltered investments. As a
result of the foregoing activities, Stanley Weiner has extensive
experience in marketing, acquiring, financing, negotiating
agreements, packaging transactions, and developing commercial and agricultural property. Stanley Weiner received his
Bachelor of Arts degrees in both Psychology and Economics
from California State University, Long Beach, and did graduate
work in both fields at UCLA. Stanley Weiner has in the past
held a national Association of Securities Dealers Principals
license and is a licensed Real Estate Broker.

David G. Wallace, LitFunding Corp. Director.
Mr. Wallace received his BBA in Real Estate Finance from the
University of North Texas. In addition to this schooling, Mr.
Wallace attended Union College in Schenectady, New York,
and received a scholarship to study International Real Estate,
International Finance and International Law at the University of
Reading located in Reading, England. Since his graduation,
Mr. Wallace has been involved in the acquisition and/or formation of over 100 companies and/or partnerships and has
secured over $300 million in equity and debt.
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And One of Most Impressive Management Teams Anywhere
Mr. Wallace currently serves as the Chairman of Wallace &
Associates Investments, Inc., formerly The Markpoint
Company, a venture capital and merchant banking operation
that oversees investment activities for its related investment
funds. In addition, Mr. Wallace also serves as the President
and a director of a Carmel, California-based Small Business
Investment Company (SBIC). As a result of the numerous
portfolio holdings, Mr. Wallace currently serves on the boards
for several private and public companies. Mr. Wallace also
served as the Chief Executive Officer of The Grantham
Company, a private investment-banking firm. The Grantham
Company specialized in making direct investments with its coinvestors in small, but established companies that sought
medium-term capital to support further expansion. Mr.
Wallace was Vice President of Equity Management
Corporation, a private real estate syndication firm. In this
capacity, Mr. Wallace was responsible for the acquisition
and/or sale of over $250 million of income producing properties. In connection with such real estate activities, Mr. Wallace
was a charter member of the North Texas Association of Real
Estate Professionals, a former member of the Real Estate
Securities and Syndication Institute (RESSI), a former member of the American Association of Financial Planners, and
was frequently a guest lecturer at the University of North
Texas’ “Executive on Campus” program. Mr. Wallace is CoChairman, United States Conference of mayors - Homeland
Security task Force, Member, United states Conference of
Mayors, Chairman of the Texas Energy Center Task Force and
sits on the boards of Directors of several businesses.

Andrew B. Scherr, LitFunding Corp. Director.
Mr. Scherr is a strategic consultant advising companies on
finance, strategy and M&A. As an investment banker with
Salomon Smith Barney and later with Alex, Brown, Mr. Scherr
raised in excess of $15 billion in financings and advised on
numerous mergers, acquisitions and restructurings. Prior to
his work in corporate finance and M&A, Mr. Scherr was a
management consultant at Accenture where he advised companies on strategic issues. In addition, Mr. Scherr has experience in venture capital, asset management, corporate law and
entrepreneurship. Mr. Scherr received his B.S. in electrical
engineering and computer science from the Johns Hopkins
University, his JD from the University of Maryland, and his
MBA from the Yale School of Management.

Howard Appel, LitFunding Corp. Director.
Howard Appel is Chief Financial Officer and a Director of
Laffer Associates, an economic research and consulting
Or Visit Our Website at www.litfundingusa.com

firm that provides global investment-research services to
institutional asset managers, pension funds, financial institutions and corporations. He is also Chief Financial Officer
and a Director of Laffer Advisors, an institutional brokerdealer and wholly owned subsidiary of Laffer Associates.
Mr. Appel also manages the business and financial affairs
of Dr. Arthur B. Laffer - renowned economist and former
advisor to President Ronald Reagan. His business concentration is the areas or financial and operations management
and analysis, business development, formation of joint ventures and new business start-ups and various legal undertakings. In addition to his role with LitFunding, Mr. Appel
also advises a number of private companies including U.S.
Script and Vizional Technologies. He was a former treasurer of Yorktown University, an online university offering
undergraduate and graduate programs in Government and
Business and Economics.
Mr. Appel received his BSc from the California State University.
He has been licensed as a Certified Public Accountant with the
State of California since 1987 and is registered Securities
Agent and Financial Operations Principal licensed with the
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD).

Robert P. Amira, Executive Vice President.
Prior to successful endeavors in marketing and finance,
Mr. Amira served in the U.S Army Special Forces Unit as a
2nd Lieutenant in the Vietnam War. Mr. Amira now has over
25 years experience in all phases of Marketing, the Gaming
Industry, Real Estate, Mergers and Acquisitions,
International financing, and consulting.
Mr. Amira attended New York College and received his
Undergraduate Degree in Business Administration with
minor studies in Finance and Marketing. From 1969
through 1974, he held the position of Vice President of
Sales for Vivi Color Graphic Arts, overseeing national and
international accounts. From 1974 through 1983, he was
the Executive Vice President of the Dunes Hotel and
Country Club in Las Vegas, Nevada, supervising several
thousand employees, and managing all operations of the
hotel and casino.
Prior to accepting his position as Executive Vice President
of LitFunding USA, Mr. Amira served as CEO of Robar
Enterprises, Inc., a company he founded in 1979, specializing in financial investment and consulting. Since the founding of Robar Enterprises, Inc., he has been involved in
arranging major investment capital for real estate acquisitions in California, New York, Florida and Nevada.
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Now YOU Can Get In On...

The Company That’s Revolutionizing the “Business Law”

Geoffrey Eiten Interviews Dr. Morton Reed
Editor: Give us
a brief overview
of LitFunding
Corporation and
tell us about your
vision for the
company’s future.

Editor: Can you give us an idea as to the size
of this market and the company’s intended
market share achievement goals over the next
one to two years?

Dr. Morton Reed:
What the company does is
finance litigation from the
Geoffrey Eiten
plaintiff’s point of view to level
the playing field. So we advance funds to attorneys
only to aid them in getting the expert witnesses they
need, and prosecuting their case without concerns
about finances. That’s basically what we do.
We’ve done it now since November 2000 and we
have a lot of experience. We’ve refined our
program and just within the last six months, we’ve
moved to Las Vegas and had a lot of success. As
a matter of fact, we’ve been quite successful since
we’ve moved to Las Vegas.
We’ve had a lot of response so far; a lot of
attorneys around the country want our services.
We’re operating now in 25 states and in the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
Editor: Is there any particular specialty or field
of law that your company focuses on?
Dr. Reed: We like to specialize in personal
injury, but personal injury outside of the automobile
area – fender benders, whiplash. We don’t do any
of that. We finance more serious cases.
One of the things we do is we attempt to take the
moral high ground in our cases. We like to align
ourselves with an underdog who has a legitimate claim.
We’re very, very careful about our due diligence.
We study the claim very carefully; we study the
record of the attorney. We investigate the
plaintiff’s condition. We investigate the defense
firm that’s representing whoever is liable.
We’re very careful about that and we don’t involve
ourselves with small cases nor do we market
directly to plaintiffs.
10

Dr. Reed: A couple of years ago the federal
government published a study that indicated there
were 6.1 million contingency lawsuits filed in the
United States on automobile injury only.
Combining all other contingency lawsuits, I would
roughly say there are 10 million lawsuits per year
filed in the United States.
If we were to achieve just 1% of that marketplace,
it would be so large that we wouldn’t have enough
money to fund them all. The average funding is
about $25,000 per case. Sometimes we go a
little higher, but that’s an average.
So if you’re looking at 1,500 or 2,000 cases per year
multiplied by $25,000…the number is staggering.
Editor: Can you tell us a little about the
company’s management team and its members’
various areas of expertise?
Dr. Reed: I founded the company, and my
background is as a forensic psychologist so I
spent a lot of time in the halls of courtrooms. And
so I became very familiar not so much with the
written law, but became very familiar with the
business of law – with how things are done in the
back room, as an expert witness myself.
So I founded the company and brought on board
two attorneys who were burned out as litigators,
but who have great expertise. They analyze all of
the cases that are submitted to us.
We have a staff of about 16 people – that includes
some sales people who are out representing us
with law firms and a couple of people who are out
representing us with investors.
We have a collections department…we have an
accounting department.
We are a public
company, so in compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley
we have a staff of accountants who take care of all
compliance issues. And we’re very, very careful
and in very good standing with that.
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Most of our business comes from brokers who are in the
same industry who finance plaintiff requests. There are
companies that supply plaintiffs who are hurt with money
for rent and for school, etc. We don’t do any of that, but
those companies, when they receive a request from an
attorney that they don’t satisfy, they refer that to us.
So most of our business is now coming from
referrals from firms around the country.
Editor: Is there any one particular geographic
location that you’re seeing the most amount of
business come out of?
Dr. Reed: Traditionally, because we were
originally based in California, the larger amount of
business came from the state of California, but that’s
shifted. Now that we’re not there, we’re getting a
larger and larger amount from other states. Texas,
Missouri, Tennessee, New Jersey, Georgia, Florida.
We’re getting a lot of business from around the country
and we like that it’s coming to us from many places.
Editor: What message would you have for a
potential investor?
Dr. Reed: I can tell you what our plan for the
company is – our plan is a long-term plan. We
expect to be around for quite a while. Once we
settle in, we will grow, hopefully, at a rate of 5-10%
per year. Right now we’re growing at 3% per
month. But that will settle down, eventually.
We hope to be self-sufficient within 36 months
from inception of the reorganization, which was
last September. From that point on, any increase
in growth will come from additional investing that
we won’t be actively seeking – that, hopefully,
investors will just reach out to us.
Editor: What do you think gives your platform
a competitive edge in the marketplace?
Dr. Reed: We’re very lucky at the moment because
we don’t have any competition. We had one company
that was competing with us but was primarily funding
plaintiffs, not attorneys. And they have gone out of
business. There may be one other company on the East
Coast that is preparing to fund attorneys’ request.
But right now we don’t seem to have any
competition because everyone’s coming to us.

Or Visit Our Website at www.litfundingusa.com

Editor: Where do you see the return on the
investment on funding attorneys?
Dr. Reed: We have a fee structure in place that
works well for us. We don’t take a percentage and we
don’t take interest, since it’s non-recourse investment.
We have a fee structure of 15% per month right now.
We also have an LLC program whereby individuals
can join with us, we create an LLC for them. Their
money is not commingled – they get to approve the
cases in which we invest, and they receive 50% of
the return on the investment. So if an investment is
out for six months and it earns 90% of itself – in a
hypothetical where we put out $100,000 – there
would be $90,000 in fees. So the individual would
get his $100,000 initial investment back plus
$45,000 in fees, or 50% of what we collected.
Again, that’s a hypothetical situation.
Editor: Do you have any additional closing
comments for potential investors?
Dr. Reed: The individuals we have who are with
us seem to be very happy with us. In the first three
months of business, we received four payoffs that
returned a large fee and those note holders are quite
happy. They got their money back quickly with a large
fee. So the model works, and I think that anyone who
invests in this LLC program with our company has
found a good place to put their reserves.
Disclaimer: This publicly distributed report of OTC Special Situations Report, a publication of
OTC Growth Stock Watch, is a sponsored advertisement. The distribution costs of this report to
new subscribers, six hundred fifty thousand dollars, were funded by Nikolas Capital Corp. in an
effort to create investor awareness of Litfunding Corp. It is anticipated that this report will generate new subscriptions for Growth Stock Watch. Neither OTC Growth Stock Watch nor Geoffrey
Eiten, the reviewer [or analyst], received any compensation for this report, but both expect to
receive an unknown amount of revenue from new subscriptions from the subscription offer contained herein. Neither OTC Growth Stock Watch nor Geoffrey Eiten is a broker-dealer, though they
are investment advisers. This report, including the opinions expressed and the statements
made within, is for informational and advertising purposes only and should not be construed as
investment advice and do not constitute an offer to sell any securities, and it is not soliciting
an offer to buy any securities in any state or other jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted. The information used to prepare this report is believed to be from reliable sources, but
no representation is made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Investment
in securities carries a high degree of risk and involves risks and uncertainties which may result
in investors’ losing all of their invested capital. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. The information contained herein contains “forward-looking statements,” within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements are based upon expectations, estimates and
projections at the time the statements are made and involve risks and uncertainties that could
cause actual events to differ materially from those anticipated. Forward-looking statements may
be identified through the use of words such as expects, will, anticipates, estimates, believes,
or by statements indicating certain actions may, could, should, or might occur. Any statements
that express or involve predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals
or future events or performance may be forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially include but are not limited to adverse economic conditions,
intense competition, lack of meaningful research results, inadequate capital, termination of contracts or agreements, adverse publicity and news coverage, inability to carry out research, development and commercialization plans, loss or retirement of key executives and research scientists, and other risks detailed in the company’s reports filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Readers should consult with their own professional investment, tax and portfolio
advisors before making any investment decision and should independently verify all information
herein. More complete information about Litfunding Corp. is available from the website of the
Securities and Exchange Commission, at http://www.sec.gov, and copies of its filings may be
read without charge at and copies obtained at prescribed rates from the public reference facilities of the Commission, at 450 Fifth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20549.
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Now YOU Can Get In On...
(continued from page 7)

investors — like you — have an
extraordinary opportunity to realize enormous potential profits
from a company set to dominate its
industry for many years to come.
By getting in early on this opportunity with LitFunding Corp.
(OTC.BB: LFDG) you’ll be investing in a company with…
■

A great idea – LitFunding Corp
was the first company to successfully build a business based
on the idea of advancing funds
exclusively to attorneys involved
in cases against “deep-pocketed” defendants.

The Company That’s Revolutionizing the “Business Law”
■

Virtually no competition –
LitFunding Corp. is the
unquestioned leader in this
industry. As of today, LFDG is
the only public company in the
United States that exclusively
offers funding to attorneys.
■ Enormous market potential –
As I outlined earlier, the potential market for LitFunding
Corp. is enormous there are
over 10 million lawsuits filed
in the United States each
year…that means the market
for funding these lawsuits is
virtually unlimited.
■ Overwhelming demand for its
services – The response to

LFDG Achieves Key Financial Milestones
LAS VEGAS — Feb. 17, 2005 — LITFUNDING Corp. (OTCBB: LFDG),
a holding company specializing in the funding of litigation primarily
through plaintiffs’ attorneys, announced today that the company has
already achieved certain key financial milestones in the last quarter of
2004 and the beginning of the first quarter of 2005. The company’s ability to achieve these milestones, well in advance of initial projections, signifies its competence and confidence in executing its business strategy.

U.S. tort costs grew 66 percent
from $148.0 billion in 1994 to
$245.7 billion in 2003.
(source: Insurance Information Institute
web site – www.iii.org)

LitFunding Corp’s program
has been so overwhelming to
date that they currently have a
backlog of roughly $3 million.
Shares of LitFunding Corp.
(OTC.BB: LFDG) are currently
trading for approximately $1.00,
with slightly more than 13 million
shares outstanding.
I strongly urge you to consider
adding LitFunding Corp. (OTC.BB:
LFDG) to your portfolio today…
before the “mainstream” financial
press gets a hold of this story.

■

Putting $750,000 in funding on the street — Processing $3 million in
requested funds for 72 cases

When you do so, you’ll be getting in
on the ground floor of one of the
most exciting opportunities I’ve
seen in years. This is a company
with outstanding management…
enormous market potential… solid
financial footing… and a proven
business model. Potential returns
for early investors could be staggering… so I urge you not to delay.

■

$183,125 has been received in principal and fees

Sincerely,

■

$248,000 is owed in fees based on $562,500 remaining invested

■

Annual return on investment approaching 50 percent

■

Two Letters of Intent (LOI) of two LLCs for $5 million, with almost $1
million already put out on the street, with an available $4 million
based on letters of intent

■

59 cases currently in the pipeline, with funding estimated to
commence next quarter

Key milestones include:

“I am very pleased with our progress thus far,” said Morton Reed, Ph.D.,
the company’s chief executive officer. “Management is confident in our
strategy moving forward. We believe that our unique approach to the billion-dollar litigation-funding marketplace is both practical and profitable.
Since relocating to Las Vegas, we have enjoyed an unprecedented amount
of success, and are beginning to garner attention from brokers and attorneys across the country. We think we have a bright future, and management is committed to building shareholder value through establishing an
expansive network of industry professionals and high-profile cases.”
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Geoffrey Eiten, Editor
Special Situations Report

Ticker: ..................OTCBB: LFDG
Current:......................................$.80
Target Price: ............................$4.80
600% growth/12 months
Recommend:....Aggressive Buy Now
Website:
http://www.litfundingusa.com
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What’s more, I make these buy recommendations with a sensible
investment approach, not wild speculation. I prefer to spread my recommendations over a prudent range of
picks that avoid the hazards of going
too deep into a few high-risk buys!
This is aggressive investing at its
best. We mix it up, keep our risks
low, and hang on to the profit makers as they skyrocket in value.
Could you make money this way?
You bet!
You see, anyone can make a lucky
pick to get a quadruple-digit winner! That’s not how I do this. If
you bought just one company in
hopes of 1,000% or better gains,
then you face significant chances
of failure...not to mention having
to concentrate a lot of your wealth
in one stock. There is a better way.
Consider these key investment
rules I use when seeking fourdigit stock gains for my readers!
Today, after 10 years of stock picking, my diversified buy and sell recommendations are averaging 320%
gains from the date of my buy alert
to the subsequent market highs!
As a subscriber following my buy
and sell alerts, you could profit
quickly as many of my picks
rapidly grow to double in value or
more. I often sell these fast-gaining stocks early to take profits
early and reduce our risk.
I also value the merit of being
patient. Stocks with growth potential like this don’t come along all
that often, and I never try to make
a marginal stock look better than
it really is. I don’t have to.
The fact is, I’ve developed a knack
for finding companies with tripledigit and quadruple-digit profit

potential. And I’ve done it by
going beyond reading charts and
studying company financials.
I’ve done it by studying the market
situations that form distinctive profitmaking events.
To qualify, the company I recommend must conform to three distinct
profit-maker rules I’ve perfected for
verifying the real growth potential.

Four-Digit Profit Rule #1
Choose the companies that the
everyday investor cannot find on
his/her own!
Rest assured, in seeking four-figure profits on any stock, once you
discover a company with the
potential, it’s already too late. You
must get in at the earliest date,
when the stock is trading at rock
bottom and nobody knows about it.

OTC Growth Stock Watch
newsletter, you get the very earliest notice about the companies
and the stocks I feel have that
kind of profit potential.
If you’re ready to learn more, this
may be the best part for you now.
Let me introduce you to my
investing strategies with a riskfree look at my entire investment
plan, including all my important
Bonus Reports recently published
for my subscribers.
Subscribe now with my Triple
Pledge of Satisfaction to receive
all the benefits that include details
of my 2005 portfolio! (Please see
page 14 for specifics.) This is a
great time to get started.
But like most sensible skeptics, you
may now be asking yourself, ‘‘Why
subscribe today? What’s the hurry?”

Delay is costly! That’s why with
my picks, we move fast and we
move aggressively. The advantage
is that my approach captures the
big breakout as well.

Glad you asked.

My approach is designed to get
you well into the profit range
before the inevitable corrections
and volatility take hold to put
your capital at greater risk.

Over the last ten years...all my
stock picks have progressed to hit
subsequent highs that generated
an average gain of 320% per pick!

It’s a lot easier to ride through the
mid-course volatility of a fast-rising stock when your initial investment is well padded by a thick
layer of early stage profits!
You see, the companies I recommend often take off very quickly,
returning 200% to 500% in just
months. We usually need to move
fast to capture those early gains.
Longer term, the early buy can
translate into hundreds of thousands in additional profit as well!
As a regular subscriber to my

Or Visit Our Website at www.litfundingusa.com

Because you should keep this statistic in mind. Every month you
miss a shot at this stunning record:

How many of these picks do you
want to miss? It’s a stunning
profit generating record and I
don’t know of any publication that
could match it. Do you?

Four-Digit Profit Rule #2
These are companies that we
can buy and hold for a while.
I believe that we should have the
confidence to buy a stock once and
make our profits on the long term
growth rather than chasing ups
and downs in share prices looking
for new buy and sell points.
(over, please)
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Now YOU Can Get In On...
The simple matter is, the best
investor can be a patient investor.
In fact, Warren Buffet has been
attributed as saying:
“Successful investing is
when patient buyers buy from
impatient sellers.”

The Company That’s Revolutionizing the “Business Law”
Growth Stock Watch newsletter with portfolio buys and
sells and market reports.
■ My Special Situation Alerts.
■ All my special e-mail alerts.
■ Exclusive phone-in privileges
through the Eiten Hotline

How true. When you buy any
stock at the rock bottom price, it
can’t help but serve you more
upside than downside.

During that time, you do not want
your money in highly volatile
stocks that look good one day and
bark like a dog the next.

Let me send my
complete,
in-depth report
on this incredible growth
opportunity.
All my Bonus
Reports are
yours to keep
even if you
decide to cancel
using my
Triple Pledge of
Satisfaction!

Instead, we prefer to see a steep,
steadily climbing chart.
To achieve four-digit gains in any
stock, I also consider it vital that
the industry sector be favorable to
accelerating growth, which leads
to this essential...

Four-Digit Profit Rule #3
Choose the companies where
sector growth adds additional
fuel to share price growth.

Triple Pledge of Satisfaction
1.

I pledge to provide well-researched
investment recommendations to assist
you with your growth stock portfolio.

2.

If you are not 100% satisfied with the
OTC Growth Stock Watch newsletter,
let me know within 30 days, and I
pledge to return every cent of your
money — no questions asked.

3.

Keep all the information, bonus
reports, and other materials with my
compliments for giving us a try.

Here’s how to get started:
Subscribe now with my ‘‘Best
Value” subscription offer and
you’ll receive all this with my
Triple Pledge of Satisfaction:

Call (888) 268-2479 right now
(lines open 24/7) and let’s work on
making some real money!

Subscribe in the
next 10 days
and I’ll send to
you this FREE
Bonus Report!

It also takes more than a few
months for a stock to grow 20 to 30
(or more) times its starting value.
Sometimes it takes 3-5 years.

1,000% to 5,000% share price
growth takes more than a solid company with a great product or service.
The kind of rapid four-digit growth
magnitude I seek happens when a
company has all the fundamentals
of greatness at the beginning of a
market with a vacuum of need!

(I answer calls personally).
■ Plus...4 sector-focused bonus
reports for my most promising
stocks for 2005!

■ 24 monthly issues of my OTC
14
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This Five-Year-Old Company
is Quietly Revolutionizing
the “Business of Law”
INSIDE:
Find out the inside story behind this forward-thinking
company and learn how they are already leveling the
playing field in the legal community. All while delivering
eye-opening profits for early investors!
Over 1,150 Cases Financed to Date…and in
Such Great Demand That Nearly $3 Million in Funding —
With a Potential Return of More Than $6 Million —
is Just Waiting to be Processed…
OTC Research Corporation
300 Chestnut Street, Suite 200
Needham, MA 02492

